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photo, a customer moves through the checkout
lines of a Best Buy store in the Lincoln Square
neighborhood of Chicago. Best Buy says it's
opening 450 to 500 stores in the next three

years in shopping malls, airports, office parks
and other dense urban locations. (AP

Photo/Kiichiro Sato) In this April 9, 2018 photo, a
customer moves through the checkout lines of a

Best Buy store in the Lincoln Square
neighborhood of Chicago. Best Buy says it's
opening 450 to 500 stores in the next three

years in shopping malls, airports, office parks
and other dense urban locations. (AP

Photo/Kiichiro Sato) WASHINGTON (AP) — As
Best Buy’s leading rivals struggle with a shift to

online shopping, the struggling electronics
retailer is betting that it can successfully
reposition itself as the place to go to buy

fashionable electronics. Best Buy, best known
for its endless rows of television and video game
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displays, is planning a massive comeback after
decades of being viewed as a one-note

consumer electronics chain. The Minneapolis-
based company is set to announce on Monday
that it will open 450 to 500 stores in the next
three years. The additions will mainly be in

shopping malls, airports, office parks and other
dense urban locations, the company said in a

statement last week. ADVERTISEMENT Walmart
and other discounters have been gaining market
share in electronics, stoking worries among Best
Buy’s customers that the company is headed for

a consumer electronics fire sale. Meanwhile,
Amazon is expanding. Best Buy is betting it can
stay afloat by offering higher-end products and

by differentiating itself by doing work like
maintenance and installation. “We

fundamentally believe the future of consumer
electronics is in the living room,” Best Buy Chief
Executive Hubert Joly said last week. The push

for higher-end products comes against a
broader push by Best Buy’s CEO to boost store
performance. That includes efforts to acquire
small appliance dealers, and to get them to

prioritize appliances such as refrigerators and
washing machines. Best Buy has
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pants in the bathroom under the sink. A simply

designed, gender neutral bathroom made of
steel with custom veneers. The first modern

prefabricated bathroom in North America, built
with a frame constructed from salvaged

plywood from the bottom of the sea. Hidden
from view and above the toilet seat, it is

designed to be the last place men would want to
be. This fully functional toilet has a steel frame,
stainless steel door, tank, lid and door hardware
with a cabinet, storage and vanity above. It is

designed to be used either with a wall or
hanging on a hook. Installation and for complete

installation instructions, go to the
www.UnsureNow.com website. The custom

frame and veneers are factory finished in a pair
of aquatic blue stain and matte satin lacquer
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(standard on the steel) and rubber paint. The
frame and veneer sections are hung with

stainless steel hooks on two stainless steel rails.
The tank and seat are welded stainless steel. All
hardware is powder coated satin black. On the

wall
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